Course objectives: Study interesting computational problems and their algorithms, with a focus on the principles used to design those algorithms.

Instructor: Carl Kingsford, Office: AVW 3223. Email: carlk@cs.umd.edu. Office hours: Tuesdays 3:15-5:00. If you cannot attend office hours, email me about scheduling a different time.

Web page: http://www.cs.umd.edu/class/fall2009/cmsc858l/

Class time: Mon/Wed 3:30-4:45 in CSIC 3120.

Final exam: Wednesday, Dec 16, from 1:30pm to 3:30pm in CSIC 3120.

Course work: There will be ~4 homeworks. There will be an in-class midterm, potentially a few quizzes, and a comprehensive final. There will be a group project. Approximate grading weight: 5% for participation, 15% for homeworks & quizzes, 25% for the midterm, 25% for the project, and 30% for the final. The class will be graded on a curve.

Homework policies:

• Written problem sets are due at the start of class. No late homework will be accepted — turn in what you have completed. If you will miss class, turn in the homework early.

• Answers to homework problems should be written concisely and clearly. Messy or poorly written homeworks will not be graded. Typesetting homeworks with LaTeX is encouraged.

• Homework problems that ask for an algorithm should present: a clear English description or pseudocode, a proof that the algorithm is correct, and an analysis of the running time.

• Graded homeworks should be picked up in class; if you miss the class when the homework is returned, please pick it up during office hours.

• Regrade requests should be made in writing within 1 week of the homework being returned.

• You may discuss the problems with classmates. You must list the names of the class members with whom you worked at the top of your homework. You must write up your own solution independently!.

Excused absences: Students claiming an excused absence must apply in writing and furnish documentary support (such as from a health care professional who treated the student) for any assertion that the absence qualifies as an excused absence. The support should explicitly indicate the dates or times the student was incapacitated due to illness. Self-documentation of illness is not sufficient to excuse the absence. Absences for religious observances must be submitted in writing to the instructor within two weeks of the start of the semester. The instructor is not under obligation to offer a substitute assignment or to give a student a make-up assessment unless the failure to perform was due to an excused
absence. An excused absence for an individual typically does not translate into an extension for team deliverables on a project.

**Academic accommodations:** Any student eligible for and requesting reasonable academic accommodations due to a disability is requested to provide, to the instructor in office hours, a letter of accommodation from the Office of Disability Support Services (DSS) within the first two weeks of the semester.

**Academic honesty:** All class work should be done independently unless explicitly indicated on the assignment handout. You may *discuss* homework problems with classmates, but must write your solution by yourself. If you do discuss assignments with other classmates, you must supply their names at the top of your homework / source code. No excuses will be accepted for copying others work (from the current or past semesters), and violations will be dealt with harshly. (Getting a bad grade is much preferable to cheating.)

To quote the honor council: “The University of Maryland, College Park has a nationally recognized Code of Academic Integrity, administered by the Student Honor Council. This Code sets standards for academic integrity at Maryland for all undergraduate and graduate students. As a student you are responsible for upholding these standards for this course. It is very important for you to be aware of the consequences of cheating, fabrication, facilitation, and plagiarism. For more information on the Code of Academic Integrity or the Student Honor Council, please visit http://www.shc.umd.edu.

To further exhibit your commitment to academic integrity, remember to sign the Honor Pledge on all examinations and assignments: “I pledge on my honor that I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on this examination (assignment).”
Tentative Schedule & Reading

Introduction, Review, and Basics:

8/31: Introduction.
9/2: Experimental Methods: Yeast 2-hybrid.
9/9: Other experimental protocols (TAP-MS, SSL, ChIP-chip).
9/14: In silico prediction of edges. Quiz #1

Function Prediction and Graph Partitioning:

9/16: Function Prediction.
9/22: Modularity.
9/28: MCODE, RNCS. Quiz #2
9/30: MCL.
10/5: Graph Summarization.
10/7: Entropy, variation of information; VI-CUT.
10/12: Clustering Synthetic-Sick & Lethal Networks.
10/14: MIDTERM. Covers up through 10/12.

Network Alignment, Comparison, Searching:

10/19: PathBLAST.
10/21: Color coding.
10/26: IsoRank Alignment, Graemlin.

Random Graphs, Network Motifs:

11/2: Random Graphs, Degree Distribution, Network Motifs.

Network Dynamics:

11/11: Dynamics of Regulatory Networks. Quiz #3
11/16: Inferring Regulatory Networks.
11/18: Buffer Day / Project Work Day.

Other Graph Algorithms in Computational Biology:

11/25: PCP Theorem & hardness of approximating SCP.
11/30: Phylogenetic trees & Reassortment Detection.

Presentations & Conclusions:

12/2: Summary, Wrap-up, etc..
12/7: Project Presentation Day #1.
12/9: Project Presentation Day #2.